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Invitation  
For participation and presentation of papers in the Seminar 

 
during Srimannarayana Yagna and Annual General Body Meetings of USCEFI 

and Celebrations during 11th and 15th of Jan. 2011, at Sri Parvatam of 
Gowripatnam, W.G.Dt. A.P.  

 
 
Respected Sir, 
 
We cordially invite you and your esteemed Organization to participate in the 
Seminar on ‘Medical Astrology’ which is one of the important themes attracting 
the attention of Medical Practitioners and Vedic Astrologers globally. Details of 
programme, date and time will be indicated soon.  
 
 You are requested to present a paper on your experience and expertise in the 
few topics mentioned in the Annexure. 
 
We greatly appreciate if you can respond to this invitation through e-mail / letter 
as early as possible. 
 
Thanking you for your interest in this topic and in anticipation of your 
participation, 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
 
 
G.S.Raju. 
Managing Trustee, Vedavyasa Bharati Trust,  
Vice President, USCEFI.  
02.10.2010.  
 
 



 
For details contact :  
 
sr.gadiraju@gmail.com  
sr_gadiraju@yahoo.com  
mail4rag@yahoo.com 
 
web :  
 
www.vedavyasabharati.org  
www.uscefi.org 
 
                                   
 
 
 
 

Seminar on 
‘Medical Astrology’ 

at  Sri Parvatam , Gowripatnam, W.G.Dt. A.P. during 11th and 12th Jan. 2011.  
*** 

Topics for Papers  
1. Relevance of Medical Astrology in modern times  
2. Scientific Aspects relating to Medical Astrology 
3. Some case studies of pertinent scientific facts demonstrating the   
usefulness of the subject  
4. The scope of development of the subject for effective use and help.  
5. Some views of Medical Fraternity on Medical Astrology  
6. Medical Councils and scope for their nod to use the developments.  
7. Ayurveda and the Medical Astrology 
8. Planetary influences on Diagnostic practices  
9. Scope for predictability of futuristic tendencies for developing 
Chronic diseases 
10. Fixing a date and choosing the time for child birth in Caesarean 
operations and its astrological significance   
11. Linkage of the Doctor’s Horoscope with that of a patient in 
treatment systems meaning of Hastavaasi and faith-related belief in 
choosing a doctor or a clinic  
12. Medical practitioners too come under planetary scan—Some 
interesting case histories.     


